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By Jim-Eisen
Neither the Soviet Union nor
the United States will have a disarming first strike capability for
the foreseeable future, predicted
Professor of Political Science William Kaufmann Friday afternoon at a Seminar on Technology and International Security
sponsored by the Center for International Studies.
Kaufmann, a high-ranking
Pentagon analyst for nearly sixteen years, spoke to nearly sixty
persons in the "US/USSR' Technological and Strategic Balance."
He forecast that the strategic
nuclear balance will probably
hold for at least a decade for anv
combination of offensive
measures, because of the substantially invulnerable forces of
intercontinental and submarinelaunched ballistic missiles on each
side.
He stated, however, that
American defense analysts are
concerned about trends that may
alter the balance. "The full consensus in US intelligence communities," asserted Kaufmann,
'is that the Soviets have absolutely no interest in 'mutual assured destruction' (guaranteed
mutual annihilation, the American deterrence doctrine) but
rather in war-fighting capability." This emphasis does not
Imply aggressiveness nor can we
make any other significant inferences about Soviet intentions, he
added.

in nuclear balance

Rusia

but some analysts are triggering a
variety of demands for US countermeasures. In response to a later
question, Kaufmann admitted
that a Soviet advisor could produce a similar scare story, especially considering developments in
US offensive capabilities.
On the technological side,
Kaufmann saw no alarming or
surprising trends. 'Though there
has been a maturing and evolutionary upgrading in the quality
of Soviet technology, while the
US has been "coasting."
America
is maintaining an important lead
in areas that are nilitarily sionificant, Kaufmann reported. This
lead is naturalllv more substantial
in newer areas of research, as the
Soviets catch up to where we are
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I Spurred on by seniors Rich-

Okine and Joe Egan, the Indoor-Track team opened its
season with a dual victory over
Brandeis and WPI. The win
avenged the Engineers' 1I/2
point loss to the Judges last
year.

Led by team captain David
Schaller'78. the Varsity Pistol
tea m picked up a second win
in intercollegiate shooting in a
match against the Newark
College of Engineering on Saturday and went on to set a new
National Junior Air Pistol
team record on Sunday.
- _p__
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The Eastern division champion women's volleyball team
left last night for the Small
College National Tournament
at Pepperdine University in
Malibu, California. Among
the team's first-round opponents will be first-seeded Texas
Lutheran College tomorrow
evening.

I

.,

A report issued by the MITHarvard Joint Center for
Urban Studies charges that'
federal funds to help inner citAy
residents are being misused.
The paper, which was prepared by a team that included
MIT Professor Bernard J.
Frieden, cites the construction of a tennis complex in Little Rock, Ark. using funds
from the Community Development Revenue Sharing
program as an example of a
project which benefited a local
community "at the expense of
the poor."

Among -the disturbing areas of
Soviet activity listed were:
A new generation of missiles,

running into diminishing returns

fiom resecrch; the Soviet edge,
Kauftnann noted. lies in the evict
, that 'they are more imaginative
, than we are, producing hardware
I we haven't. with technology both
a

Professor William Kaufmann analyses the "balance
-between American-and Russian nuclear capabilities.

presumably with higher "kill
probabilities," with testing to
begin next year and deployment
as early as 1983;
@ An "extremely active ABM
Rid&D program" for both radar
and interceptors ;
* Anti-bomber defenses, though
the Soviets do not yet have as
good a "lookdown-shootdown"'
capability as the US; and
* Civil defense and dispersal of
industries, programs whose performance is enormously uncertain and difficult to assess.

Be~iz

of terror"

These combined programs in
offense, active defense, and passive defense point to a darnagelimiting posture, Kaufmann
maintained. Thus, "it is possible
to put together a fairly scary story
for the future
the Soviets could
reduce their own fatalities to 2 to
5- per cent of their population
while producing 50 per cent US
fatalities and 80 per cent destruction of US industry," he said.
This calculation, he pointed out,
is a "fragile" and "extreme" >ne
- "I set no great store by it"me

_

of us know."

Five potential military
problems for the future were
raised:
• The strategic balance,
@ Buildup of Soviet forces in Eaist
Germany;
* A Soviet jump on the US Navy,
especially in antiship missiles;
- A "power projection" ability of
the Soviets (including airlift and
amphibious capabilities): and
a Impressive Soviet investment in
production plants and facilities.
The question to be asked for
the future, Kaufmann concluded, is what to do if the Soviets
are going for a damage limiting
capability.
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slight change of style for them.
They have, however, carried it off
while losing none of the wit and
style that has endeared them to a
large following in Europe and a
rabid cult in the States.
After dedicating her perforSmith's poetry is by far more
interesting than her music. Her
mance to Garry Gilmore and sugstyle is best suited to small clubs. gesting that we "channel our
Her attempts to reach the whole energy" to the members of Bob
harley and the Wailers who had
hall were a ludicrous and pitiful
been shot in Jamaica, Smith did
sight.
several songs from her albums,
Even more pathetic were Red
The Undergraduate AssociHorses and Radio Ethiopia. These
dy
Teddy,
the
latest
Aerosmith
ation will sponsor an open
cuts were at best undistinretread
to
come
down
the
pike.
forum on student housing and
They
leaped'and
flailed
about
guished. If they hadn't turned the
to
overcrowding on Thursday
no
useful
lights off at the end of each
end.
The
lead
singer
from 3 to 5pm in room 10-250.
screamed
each
set
of
banal
Ivrics
number, one would hardly be able
Topics to be discussed include
with
no
sense
to tell where one scing ended and
of
phrasing
or
conU.A. proposals to maintain
the
next began.
trol.
At
the
end
of
the
set,
he
the overall population of the
threw
She
copies
of
ruined her only adequate
the
group's
new
dormitory system at a conalbum
into
the
audience.
It
was
moment,
a parody of Mlick Jagstant level, and to allow for
ger's
"Time
quite
a
surprise
Is On My Side," by
to
me
that
no
one
student input into decisions
threw
them
back.
closing
with
the Who's "My
concerning the rules and
Generation."
One
of the more
arrangements for single-sex
Sparks,
already
one
of
the
most
dramatic
moments
in
rock when
and co-ed living groups.
refreshing acts in rock, seemed
performed by the Who, her vereven more so after Reddy Teddy's sion was a low-budget apocinept performance. Making their alypse. Smith ended the number
Boston debut with a new band, by ripping the strings off of her
their
part of the evening was guitar, an act that scarcely comIn the photo essay on the
unquestionably
the most success- pares with Pete Towns.hend's
UMOC dinner at MceDonald's
ful.
The
sound
system even rose guitar-smashing spectacles.
which appeared in the last isto
the
occasion
for a few
Both Patti Smith and Reddy
sue of The Tech, the captions
numbers,
showcasing
Russell
Teddy
hardly match Sparks'
under the pictures of Steve
Mael's
manic
soprano
admirably.
degree
of
professionalism. The
Meretzky '79 (The Giorilla)
Sparks
are
engaging
perRoston
newcomers'
problerns
and Mitch Weiss '79 (The
formers
who
'have
successfully
could
be
solved
by
gaining
experSpirit of Transparent
survived
numerous
producer
and
ience
and
originality.
If
SaturHorizons) were inadvertently
label changes. Their concert con- day's performance was any indiswitched. The Tech regrets the
sisted mainly of material from cation of her talent, Patti Smith
error.
their debut album for Columbia, would do well to look for another
Big Beat. The album represents a profession.
sl~~~~~~~~~
i~~~~~~~~~~
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Bslb~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
By Claude Perry
Patti Smith, who must be the
most absurd spectacle in rock today, topped a bill that included
Reddy Teddy and Sparks at the
Orpheum Theater Saturday.
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Katrina Wooton '77 looks over some of the man iy MIT Press
books available at their annual sale, held Dec d2 to 4 Over
30.000 books were sold at prices as low as $1.
-·--------
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Nevw The Tech board se ecred
Special to The Tech
Lynn Yamada '78 became the
third resident of McCormick 5th
West in just four years to be
elected Chairperson of The Tech
when she was so named by the
Volume 96 Board at a meeting
last Sunday.
The Board, which met at what
seemed like dawn, deliberated for
over two hours before deciding on
Yarada and twenty-two others to
lead' the paper through its 97th
year.
The Board selected Williamn
Lasser '78 for Editor-in-Chief and
William Harper '79 for Business
Manager, and re-elected Rebecca
Waring '79 to the piost of Managing Editor. Waring has served in
that capacity since late October.
After plodding through the
Executive Board positions, the
election process picked up steam.
Mark James '78 and Nivin Pei '78
were elected News Editors in a

Night Editor to Advertising
Manager.
In what was perhaps the most
bizarre happening of the day, the
board then considered the nominations of eight senior staffers as
Contributing Editors. In the amicable atmosphere of mutual
admiration which persisted even
at the end of the tedious session,

-

v

there was little difficulty in granting this honorable title to all eight
deserving staffrmembers.
Those who will serve as Contributing Editors for next volume
are Len Tower, who already holds
the same title, and current Board
members Chairperson Julia
Malakie '77, Editor-In-Chief
Glenn Brownsteinm '77, Buslness
Manager John Sallay '77, Executive Editor Mark Munkacsy 78,
News Editor Gerald Radack '77,
and Photography Editors Tom
Kfirmowicz '77 and Dave Schaller
'78.
The new Board will take over
operations of The Tech at the
beginning of February. The
Volume 97 board is ti'-ls largest in
recent history. Not including the
contributing editors, it is also one
of the youngest, with only four
juniors, six sophomores and five
freshmen.

A Storefront/Studio
for Ceramic Art

19dcsRO

Tuesday through Saturday 11-9
97A Hampshire St., Cambridge
6 Blocks from Inman Square

661-7376
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"From privileges which obscure
our vision,
isolation and poverty of care,
paralyzing doubt and closed
windows of hope,
Free us, O Lord."

The Advent interdeno0min~ational celebration of Hloly Cornmunionr Wed., 5:.05pm
in the MIT Chapel Supper following.
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."00- Thayer School +++
++++ of Engineering
And Dartmouth Colleges

fortunate burst of energy, and the
Board rode their was-e of momentum right through the selection of
Kevin Wiggers '79, Patrick
Thompson '80 and Steve Frann
'80 as Night Editors.
As The Tech's Board Room
began to fill with the members of
the new board, who were allowed
to observe, interview and comment, but not vote, the old Board
created even more congestion by
by appointing two Photography
Editors, Lee Lindquist '79 and
Gordon Haff '79. The latter pick
was described by one source, who
asked not to be identified, as "a
mincr upset."
The teeming crowd now in the
-room consumned its sixth box of
doughnuts between the choice of
Tom Curtis '80 and Gary
Engleson '80 as Sports Editors,
the promotion of Katy Gropp '80
from Associate Arts Editor to
Arts Editor, and the repositioning of David Thompson '78 from

Recruiting for Masters & Doctoral
Candidates in following areas

Biomedical Engineering
Electronics & Materials
Environmental Engineering
Fluid Mechanics & Thermnal Sciences
Public Saystems Analysis
Radio Physics & Space Sciences
Fellowships and Research
Assistantships Available
Interviews from 9:OOAM until 2:00PS on Friday, 10
December in office of Career Planning & Placoment.

In 60 minutes, over 8a% of our Mini-Lesson audiences
increase their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to
knoow what it's like. At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out
how the Evelyn Wood technique handles difficult textbook material. How it improves memory and concentration. And, how it makes reading a pleasure instead of a
chore..The Mini-Lesson is one hour that could change
your life, too!

re~~~~~~~~Aow1 ddgm~ ge
you down?~~~~~d
rl ,

9larc

For 1 5 years our average student.has learned to comprehend at rates over 1,(00 'wpm. "'Our average
graduating student claims a range in his daily reading
from 900 to 2400 wpm.

Seventh Year -

Reading Dynamics' IAP
Class

All Mini-Lessons will

be held at:

Salvation Armay Buildigng, Second Floor
4X12 Massachusetts Rave., Cambridge
A three minute walk from the Student Center
Wednesday, Decgembe@r 8 at 5:QIO l 7:30Dpm
ThPursday, DIecember 9 at -5:00 & 7.30pm
Special Student & Faculty Rates
Special Z1AP. Class
if you can't nmake the Mini-Lesson, call 5fi36-6380 for
details on the class beginning in January.
i
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record, but was only 1.2 seconds
ahead of Richardson. Juniors
Chris Svendsgaard and John Dillon pushed their Brandeis adversaries to the wire before succumbing by small margins in the
mile and 1,000 yard runs, respectively.
The mile relay team provided
the icing on the cake for the victorious Engineers. Jim Dunlay
'79, Dave Foley '79, and Craig
Bonnema '80 ran gutsy legs, using

the Cage facility to their advantage in keeping ahead or staying
close to their Brandeis oppo-

Julia A. Malakie '77 - Chairperson
Glenn R. Brownstein '77 - Editor-in-Chief
qRebecca L. Waring '79 Managing Editor
-

it OJohn
M. Sallay '77

-

nents. When Bonnema, only a
stride back, handed off to Egan,
the senior swept past the Judges'
anchor man to the cheers of a
delirious Cage crowd and then increased his winning margin to ten
yards as he ran into the outstretched arms of an ecstatic
Engineer relay squad.
The double win puts MIT's
record at a perfect 2-0 and establishes the Engineers as a definite
contender against any Division
ill foe in New England. This Saturday evening, MIT entertains its
former team members in the annual Alumni-Varsity meet. Field
events begin at 5:30 and running
events commence at 7:00.

Headquarters

Advertising and subscription rates available on request
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I've been Typing Masters and Ph.D's
full time for 5 years (and still love it!) I'd
be happy to help you. IBM Correcting
Selectric. 894-3406 (Weston).
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URSTLENECK

c assifiec advertis n$
Free Tuition for fully-accredited Junior
Year or Post graduate study in Israel.
Enrollment-minimum 2 yrs.in advance;
benefits valid for 12 yrs. Please contact:
The Gift of Education, Dept. MIT-Suite
5-14, 75 Rockefeller Plaza, NY 10019
(212)541-7568 or 7530.
Help Wanted: People to sell ads for The
Tech. Experience useful but will train.
Car helpful, not necessary. 15% commissions plus bonuses. Len. 253-1541.

r
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Publishing Assistants: A rapidly growing educational & publishing company,
located In Harvard Sq. & specializing in
the medical & behavioral sciences, needs
very bnght, entry-level workers in all
phases of publishing. We are presently
seeking people who can write clearly &
coordinate complex projects. Also people with experience in the production of
camera ready copy and multi-media
materials, including editing, proofreading
layout & artwork. Strong administrative
skills, typing at 70wpm, and the ability to
get along with fellow employees essential. An equal opportunity F/M employer.
Send resumes to: RMII Publisher, PO
Box 209, Cambridge, MA 02138
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Central VVar

Program mable

Surplus

Keystroke programmability
remarkable

433 MASS. AVE.

ratio. 72

at a

price/perforrtmance

built-in functions

and

operations. All log and trig func-

Central Square Cambridge
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HP-25C Scientific
Programmable with
Csortinuous Memwnory $ 11 85
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A must for future scientists and engineers. The HP-25C retains your problems and saves your data -

Wednesday

Conductor

by

works to be rehearsed:

XDivertimnento in D
Sinfonia Concertante
A14

in Eflat
Symphony No. 40

,l

The modern

Director of Publications
of the Bsoston Symphony
Orchestra, will host an
inpformal discussion
period beginning at

aid

ing

mathematics learn4

Basic

functions

Preprogramraned with more than
16,000 math problems, the "Littie

about 6:50 pm in the
Cabot-Cahners Room at
Symphony Hall. So come
Aearly.
W) All seats unreserved at
MN $3.00
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The? LittBle
Professor

Michael Steinberg,
D

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

8 |CALCULATORS

ALL MOZART
PROGRAM
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repeatedly

Calculators, Mezzanine

gNville Marriner

Js

- 9^

even when you

turn It off. Great for using a few long programs

December 15 at 7:30 p.m.

Professor"

is

the

modern

electronic successor to the flash
card. With booklet.

11 995

All proceeds benefit the
Pension

okOrchiestra's
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arithmetic

analysis.
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management

tool that puts an ideal combina-
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your fingertips
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
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Third Class postage paid at Boston, MA. The Tech is published twice a week
during the academic year (except during MIT vacations) and once during
the last week of July. Please send all correspondence to: P.O. Box 29.
MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139. Offices at Room W20-483.
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA. Telephone: (617) 253-1541.
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J. Munkacsy '78 -Executive Editor
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From the experienced professional to the aspiring
instructor, teaching in a summer camp offers more
opportunity than you may have imagined. The
Camping Tennis Association (CTA) will place you in
a summer teaching position. We select the camps
that match your needs, arrange your interviews and
do all the groundwork that gets you a teaching job.
For more information write or call The Camping Tennis
Association, 419 Boylston St., Bsston, MA. 02116 (617)
267-6180.
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Indoor track {rips Brandeis
(Continued from page 4)
The distance runners recorded
excellent times, but could manage
only one first place (Egan in the
600) in their four events because
they faced the Brandeis distance
team which placed third in the
NCAA Division III cross country
championships last month. AllAmerican co-captain Frank Richardson '7i forced Brandeis AllAmerican Chris Horton to shatter
the Rockwell Cage two-mile run
record by eleven seconds. His
time of 9:12.6 easily beat Engineer Ben WNilson's'71 9:24.0 Cage
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The Tech Catholic Community
celebrates
The Feast of the Immaculate Conception

special

Wednesday Dec. 8, 1976

woman

Litijrgies:
1 1:45 am and 12:30 pm in Chapel
5:05 pm Little Theatre, Kresge

9 5

Calculator Center
Mezzanine, Main Store

New Tl 51-11 Scientific $ 6795
An advanced professional calculator for those who demand
a

versatile

and

reliable

business,

scientific

and

mathematical tool. The availability of conversions, statistical
analyses and a wide range of mathematical functions have
been combined with an easy-to-use Algebraic Operating
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System to solve most complex problems.
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Okine and Egan paew rianuerl' victory
By Dave IDobos
Powered by aggressive running
and overall outstanding efforts in
the field events, the MIT indoor
track team gained vengeance on
highly-rated Brandeis Saturday
afternoon in Rockwell Cage. In
the three-team contest, the
Engineers piled up 68 points,
Brandeis tallied 58, and
Worcester Poly trailed with 14.
Rich Okine '77 and co-captain
Joe Egan '77 were the leading
Engineer figures in the double victory. The win over Brandeis
avenged the 11/2-point heartbreaking loss to the Judges last
Decem ber.
Okine took up where he left off
last year, capturing the 50-yard
dash and the 45-yard high hurdles

tively. Both are excellent times,
just a hair off of the Eastern
hurdling champ's personal bests.
Egan was sensational, thrilling
the Cage fans by upsetting
Brandeis's Bob Deroo in the 600yard run and later returning as
anchor man in the mile relay to
breeze past his Brandeis foe, padding MIT's winning margin. It
was his run in the 600 that inspired his teammates to put on
their best performances.
MIT head coach Gordon Kelly
couldn't have been happier after
the meet. Not only did the victory please him, but also the manner in which his athletes competed. "It was truly a team effort," observed the coach. Every
Engineer thinclad displayed the

in his event. The runners put it on
the line early -and made their
opponents fight for every point,
The field event competitors established personal bests or bettered
1975-76 team marks in four of six
events.
Steve Sifferlen '78 highlighted
the field event performances. His
winning 50'9" effort in the 35-lb.
weight throw beat his previous
best by more than a foot. Teammate Fred Bunke '78 trailed Sifferlen by a mere seven inches in
the weight throw and recorded a
personal best of his own in the
shot put, a fine 45'61/4".
Pole vaulter rm
nWilliams '77
tied his personal indoor mark of
13'6' in capturing the event. Fellow vaulter Ed lngenito '79 did

---
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Junior high jumper Reid von
Borstel leaped 6'4" to beat out
teammate Jim Turlo '80 by two
inches in that contest. Turlo's
20'101/2' bound in the long jump
bettered MIT's best 1975-76 individual performances. Freshman
Kwaku Temeng sprang to 43'43/,"

for second in the triple jump and
then sprinted to a third place in
the dash.
(Please turn to-- page 3) ---Greece varl
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EDGkRD MUNCH
a film by Peter Watkins
For Group Rates Call 227-2727

T

Christmas/N ew Years
Dec 19-Jan 4-16 days

44

$ 399.

2:30, 5:30, 8:30

0 Kubrubes Travel Agency
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426-56680
0125 Charles St South Boston. MA 021160
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Mainport Rexall
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781 Ml\ain St.r
&5>corner Windsor St.
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Ed Ingenito '79 clears 12'6" for a second place finish In a home track meet
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Insurance Agency, Inc.
11 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center).
876-0876. Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartford.
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A private
counselor

,

co OPM~c

is assigned to every
*PRETERM patient to inform,
to support, and to be with
her throughout the abortior
lprocedure.

r·

Laboratory tests, including
Pap test, birth control information,
the contraceptive method of her
choice, and follow-up visit are provided at one moderate fee.
CALL

Copy Cop's Color
Copier can now make 8" x
E_
10" color Xerox copy enlargements of any 35mm slide in seconds for just S1.00 per copy. The

Color copier is the perfect answer for

those who want color enlargements of
their personal slides, color stats for iayouts, hardcopy of slides for presentations
and portfolios, or prints from slides as
Illustrations in contracts, proposals, or
reports. Copy Cop's Color Copier also
makes size for size color copies Up to
8'/2" x 14" for 75o to 50o per ccpy. For
Boston's finest value in printing and color,
copying, don't panic. Call the Cops! Copy
Cop, located at 815 Boylston Street,
across from the Prudential Center.
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Psychiatric
El.- SOYtSTOV ST BOSTON. DIAL 267-9267
OpDS/zz PRfUlN'R/Y4

Counseling
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A non-profit licensed medicalfacility

Hours 9-9, Monday throughh Thursday,
9-6Friday, 10S6Saturday
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(617)738-6210
A telephone counselor will help you.
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1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass., 02146
(617) 738-6210 ^
Massachusetts Medicaid covers abortionfee
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FLEE MICROCOMPUTER KITS AND FULLY ASSEMBLED SYSTEMS

For College

*IMS Associates
*SOU7THWEST Technical Products
*The DIGITAL GROUP
*Z-80
*SPHERE

Age AdultsI

SEE PERIPHERALS ON DISPLAY
*Floppy Discs

COLLEGE MENTAL
IIHEALTH CENTER
I
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A new National Junior Air
Pistol team record was set by
three MIT shooters during the
monthly Sunday Air Pistol Match
sponsored by the Pistol Team.
The new record of 1078 out of a
possible 1200 surpassed the
previous record by four points.
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We'll simplify things. And we'll help you keep your

record now stands at 2-0 in collegiate matches, and 5-1 in the
Greater Boston Pistol League.
The Pistol Team will be shooting
a home match against WPI this
Saturday at 9am.
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premiums as low as possible.

recosrd

The three MIT shooters setting
the record were David Schaller
with a 362, Denny McMullen
with a 361, and David Mailler with
a 355.
The Varsity Pistol Team's
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Mass. automobile insurance can get a little complicated.
And if you're under 25, it can get expensive.
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Last weekend proved quite
fruitful for the MIT Varsity Pistol
team, as it defeated Newark
College of Engineering in a collegiate match on Saturday, and
then set a national record on Sunday.
Leading the 3171 to 2966 victory over Newark was team captain David Schaller '78 with a
score of 802. Following as a
close second was Phil Morris '78
with an even 800. Phil Brucat 577,
who two weeks ago was expected
to be in the hospital until the end
of December recovering from a
motorcycle accident, came in
third with a 788. David Miller'79
fired a score of 781 which is excellent for a sophomore. Denny McMullen '78 and Rob Mitchell '78
fired scores of 750 and 745 re-
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Shooters set
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*Teletypes

SEE OUR LIBRARYI

Located in Prudential
Center. For information
call 262-3315.
I.
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Large selection of
Books, Computer
Magazines, MJanuals.
Game Books, Software
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HOWV TO GET HERE!

*TV Typewriters
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1097 Lexington Street, Waltham
Hours: tues.-FrI.- 11-8. Sat. 11-5

closed Mondaves
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899-4540
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BUS FROM HARVARD SOUARE
Bus 73 to Waverly Sq
MCC bus up Trapeio Rd to Lexington Street Off.
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